**KUWAIT: National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem yesterday denounced allegations that the Assembly could be dissolved, especially with more grace — saying there were no indications for the Assembly dissolution.**

Speaker said that the source of the issue has been resolved united in the face of regional challenges.

He said the issue has been resolved — there is no dissolution. He said, adding “there is no dissolution.” He said the Assembly has concluded its work and the need to be united in the face of regional dangers and the need to be united in the face of regional dangers.

Lebanese political system was set up to balance power between the country’s religious sects, including Christians, Sunni Muslims, Shiite Muslims, and Druze. But critics say it entrenches political patronage and puts citizens at risk. Continued on Page 24

---

**Egypt unveils biggest ancient coffin find in over a century**

LUXOR: Egypt has unveiled the details of 30 ancient wooden coffins with mummies inside discovered in the southern city of Luxor in the biggest find of its kind in more than a century. A team of Egyptian archaeologists discovered a “distinctive group of 30 colored wooden coffins for men, women and children” in a cache at Al-Assasif — the Valley of the Kings in Luxor on October 19, 2019. — AFP

LUXOR: Egyptian archaeologists open a wooden coffin belonging to a man in front of Hatshepsut Temple at Valley of the Kings on October 19, 2019. — AFP

---

**Egyptian museums to open next year to the public**

Egyptian Museum, due to open next year to the public, is making the announcement.

The discovery is the latest in a series of major finds of ancient relics that Egypt hopes will revive its tourism industry.

Lebanese take over streets as protests grow

BEIRUT: Hundreds of thousands of Lebanese took to the streets to condemn political stalemate and corruption yesterday, the largest in four days of demonstrations against tax increases and official corruption. The political crisis and increased stasis and corruption has been “the last straw” for the Lebanese people, who have endured years of economic hardship and political instability.

PM Tabtabai files to grill Public Works Minister

By B. Farouk

KUWAIT: National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem yesterday denounced allegations that the Assembly could be dissolved, especially with more grace — saying there were no indications for the Assembly dissolution.

Speaker said that the source of the issue has been resolved — there is no dissolution. He said, adding “there is no dissolution.” He said the Assembly has concluded its work and the need to be united in the face of regional dangers and the need to be united in the face of regional dangers.

Lebanese political system was set up to balance power between the country’s religious sects, including Christians, Sunni Muslims, Shiite Muslims, and Druze. But critics say it entrenches political patronage and puts citizens at risk. Continued on Page 24

---

**No more signs of dissolution of Kuwait National Assembly**

By B. Farouk

KUWAIT: National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem yesterday denounced allegations that the Assembly could be dissolved, especially with more grace — saying there were no indications for the Assembly dissolution. Continued on Page 24

---

**No improvement in maids working conditions**

By Ben Garcia

KUWAIT: There have been so many changes in the ground in the treatment and conditions of many Filipino domestic helpers in Kuwait despite a working arrangement between the Philippines and Kuwait government. Continued on Page 24

---

**Kuwait National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem yesterday denounced allegations that the Assembly could be dissolved, especially with more grace — saying there were no indications for the Assembly dissolution.**

Speaker said that the source of the issue has been resolved — there is no dissolution. He said, adding “there is no dissolution.” He said the Assembly has concluded its work and the need to be united in the face of regional dangers and the need to be united in the face of regional dangers.

Lebanese political system was set up to balance power between the country’s religious sects, including Christians, Sunni Muslims, Shiite Muslims, and Druze. But critics say it entrenches political patronage and puts citizens at risk.

Continued on Page 24
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**World’s oldest pearl found in Abu Dhabi**

ABU DHABI: An 8,000-year-old pearl that archeologists say is the world’s oldest will be displayed in Abu Dhabi, according to authorities who said yesterday it is proof that objects have been traded since Neolithic times. The natural pearl was found in the floor of a room discovered during excavations in Al-Marahid, off the coast of the United Arab Emirates, which revealed the earliest architecture found in the country.

Continued on Page 24

---

**Kuwait bird watchers soar to a new height**

By B. Farouk

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah received the National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem and a group of lawmakers yesterday. —KUNA

---

**India and Pakistan trade barbs over deadly clash**

By B. Farouk

India and Pakistan barbs over deadly clash. Continued on Page 24
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**No dissolution of Kuwait National Assembly**

By B. Farouk

KUWAIT: National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem yesterday denounced allegations that the Assembly could be dissolved, especially with more grace — saying there were no indications for the Assembly dissolution. Continued on Page 24
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**No dissolusion of Kuwait National Assembly**

By B. Farouk

KUWAIT: National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem yesterday denounced allegations that the Assembly could be dissolved, especially with more grace — saying there were no indications for the Assembly dissolution. Continued on Page 24